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ACTIVITIES OF PSYCHIATRY WITH PROBLEM CITIZENS
I have read the coverage of this case and... The case conveys a lot about possible injustices, provocations,
irritation and drug treatment for a disease that doesn't even exist medically. After studying all the actions of
blackened mental health patients, drug treatment with chemical compounds similar to rat poison would seem to
be the last rivet that sealed the actions of the persons as it happened to Ylivieska's church as well. The person
directed his anger at the church next to the hospital, which to some extent represented a social building where
the mistreatment could be dismantled as revenge. Then, with only half-false medical reports, without excuse,
sent to a prison mental hospital for the rest of his life when the legal representative is seen in court in a passive
form and the person is under strong medication in a completely incompetent condition, and the person cannot
defend himself in any way against non-existent mental illnesses. According to the news, this person heard voices,
so it would be really nice if someone could tell the psychiatrists treating him that it is normal for humans to hear
voices, because we have ears in our heads.

Just as Tony Roth TYKS of psychiatry told me during the interview he gave me, "here only experiences are given"
and when experiences are created for the patient to which he reacts under the influence of drugs that may
prevent the ability to reason logically to some extent, the reaction can therefore be very impulsive resulting in a
semi-false registration marked in connection with the patient meeting by the participating nurses. Because this
person had also applied for psychiatric treatment with his own problems in the belief that he would get help for
his problems from the services that are advertised in the news like Christmas all year round, which, however,
would seem to differ from the reality so much in their commercials that our society in general is the actions of
these psychiatric patients.

Wrong medication
This activity is extremely overrepresented in the activities of psychiatry, which can be seen from the cases of all
citizens that I have examined. Psychiatry can attract its problem citizens with positive advertising to its own
clinics, which aims at drug treatments based on the patient's behavior. After succeeding in this, the patient is
tricked into believing in these diseases by exploiting the credibility of the state authorities, the justice of which is
given by the former head of the drug unit, Jari Aarnio, as a good example of what can be done in the name of
credibility and justice created by these institutions, and what actions are being taken to support the non-medical
psychological diseases promoted by the general propaganda machine.
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Framing
I have a strong belief that the medical care saw this person as a human rat with an imaginary disease, so they
started to build a "mentally ill" patient's medical record for this person by recording half-false stories that enable
the side effects of the medication.

Psychiatry that enjoys great protection from other authorities such as the police and the courts, who are so
happy to identify with the statements of psychiatry without any questioning in their direction, even though we in
Finland have managed Finland's largest drug trade directly from the police headquarters.

A court that makes unjust decisions
The courts that fully accepted the evidence presented, on the basis of which Kauppila was completely incapable
of making decisions about himself, is entirely due to the chemical compounds that decrease and destroy brain
functions fed by psychiatry.

It's downright unbelievable to see how great a position medical psychiatry has pushed itself into with its almost
inexplicably large knowledge and which it has begun to misuse in this way with problem citizens.
https://www.mtvuutiset.fi/artikkeli/lehdet-ylivieskan-kirkon-poltosta-epailty-havisi-kuukausi-sitten-
huoltajuusriidan/5815788
https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/anna-maja-henriksson

A police officer who conducts criminal investigations with his eyes closed
The Finnish police, who in this investigation did not see any connection in the actions of psychiatry, whose
specialty, having investigated cases, is staging patients, drugging them and finally provoking them into an act
that shocks society, which is the last revenge and defense of these patients, accompanied by anger and rage,
against the official corruption they have drifted into.

The police who, like all the authorities, accuse these new-age witches blackened by psychiatry for these actions
are all like a mirage from the Middle Ages and where the actions of the Finnish authorities have all been driven
very purposefully.
https://www.mtvuutiset.fi/artikkeli/lehdet-ylivieskan-kirkon-poltosta-epailty-havisi-kuukausi-sitten-
huoltajuusriidan/5815788

Defense of Jouni Kauppila
"During the preliminary investigation, the accused from North Pohja has not been able to find out the reason for
his act. He doesn't comment on church fires in general, and he doesn't comment on whether he was in any way
angry with the church or the congregation."

"However, the man admits that he felt it was wrong that his youngest child was baptized without his consent."

"The matter has been gnawing at me a bit when I was not asked anything. I feel that the priest committed an
official misconduct in the case, the accused says during the interrogations."
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The statements made by Kauppila with "drugs" that reduce brain functions for 3 years can no longer be held in
the same value as before psychiatric diagnoses and medications because he may have repeated the half-false
explanation given by anyone "psychiatrist".

A store that has most likely been seen only as easily "deferred" to the mental hospital business, which is well
known for its human rats that act as natural resources for medicine and with which the professors of the
University of Turku get a boost in their academic careers.
https://www.iltalehti.fi/uutiset/a/2016081722152659
https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/jarmo-psychosis-hietala

Provocation
At this stage, the patient's treatment meetings are apparently only interpreting the patient's condition, where
the effect of the drugs on the cognitive functions and the patient's reaction to the discussions are monitored. A
few years of continued "therapy" with drugs must have left a mark on this guy's psyche, after which socializing
has become difficult and the inability to remember conversations is obvious, and the half-false patient records
would not seem so staged. After this, patient meetings can already be changed to provocative and belittling, and
the reaction to this is most obviously aggressive. Behind the link below, you can find a similar case, where there
are indications of provoking and annoying the authorities.
https://www.mtvuutiset.fi/artikkeli/video-mies-murtautui-kirveella-mielisairaalaan-ja-pakeni-pakkohoidossa-
olleen-naisen-kanssa-holtiton-kaahaus-paattyi-piikkimattoon/8191010

The following threat can be found in the background of this person, which is a text borrowed from the news:
"He had also threatened two employees of the municipality's social services with an explosion, and in addition
he threatened to ride a motorcycle through the glass wall of the Naantali town hall. The actions were related to
the officials' decisions towards the man's family."
https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/anna-maja-henriksson

Because of the former, the inappropriateness and deliberate provocation of the Ylivieska church arsonist's
treatment during medical treatment cannot be ruled out, because the authorities' treatment of these slandered
patients is thus clearly visible. Hopefully, in the future, we will get the cases under criminal investigation and the
authorities who deliberately stage, annoy and provoke these slandered patients to court.

The person in the Ylivieska church arson case had an "illness" for about three years (2013), which may have been
treated. These drugs have many kinds of effects on the person, such as stimulating or depressing effects.
Because I suspect staging actions with drug therapy, the therapist is certainly aware of the effects of various drug
compounds on the person they are fed. The drugs that are fed to this person's imaginary disease are high-class
chemical compounds, so stage actions, if there are any, are much easier when the person is in a partially excited
state and part of the brain functions are paralyzed by some other drug. Apparently, it's already going pretty well
in court without excuse.
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MISCONDUCT OF COURT WITHOUT EXCUSE
In the courts, it was no longer a problem to bypass the legal system with the help of a few years of medication
and medical reports, citing lack of blame when looking at what this person had committed and what their
current mental state was. Whether it was the treatment that crucified the fate of Ylivieska Church on 26.03.2016
is of course my guess

I'm not saying that this person didn't have problems in his private life, he certainly did, but that he is staged as
mentally ill in our medical care unit and sentenced without charge to a prison mental hospital for the rest of his
life run by the friend club of Auervaara in Kerava for the human rat business of medicine, which, however, is
completely due to medical care. Since impunity requires incomprehension of the act, I am absolutely sure that
this guy's drug addiction has somehow benefited the situation in court.

I personally believe that people can learn and develop. Even if it was a church arson, the verdict should come
according to the court without impunity, because there are witch hunts against mental health patients going on
in the country and these people who have been slandered by psychiatrists with non-existent diseases will not get
impartial treatment or a verdict in our country. The burning of the church outside, in my eyes, looks like a crime
of hate and revenge, and possibly some kind of abuse that came out of a person in this way. The cases that I
have studied by reading the news and by learning about mental illnesses, every accident by these medically
blackened persons would most obviously have been left undone if they had not had medication that reduces the
persons' logical reasoning ability, which exposes the persons to such atrocities when provoked and driven into a
corner, e.g. Lubitz, Esa Saarinen's stabber, Emilia Nieminen's murderer, Sannaa Sillanpää.

Of course, I hope that Finnish medical care will still be held liable for drugging these patients with modern-day
conversion drugs, from which the actions stem. As well as people who have been actively building operational
models in Finland for medically non-existent witch-hunt mental illnesses, which help to get society's problem
citizens into mental hospitals as a natural resource for medicine and as a research resource for the University of
Turku.

PEOPLE'S PURIFICATION CARRIED OUT IN THE NAME OF PSYCHIATRY
I personally can't think of any other answer than that these people are in some way really expensive for society
to consider medical care among the healthy, and that psychiatry itself prefers to see these people as an
opportunity to pour into Mother Nature's Holy Grail, i.e. the human rat, with which medicine and the academic
careers of researchers are taken forward with great strides. Could this be influenced by the person's attitude
towards our society, which ruins Finland as an equal country if a citizen is not allowed to live here free from
official corruption if he disagrees on some issues.

Was the person's attitude to life just so awkward and repulsive that the Ylivieska medical staff decided together
that now this guy will be staged into a non-existent mental illness so that he no longer needs to be watched here.
This leads to the question of what these so-called services advertised by psychiatry are actually for, like
attracting the most problematic group of our society to be smeared and staged by them.



Crimes committed in the name of psychiatry
Violations of the patient's rights by medicating him for a disease that does not even exist medically
(schizophrenia) and which as a disease represents the cruelties of the most merciless beast on earth, the white
man, towards his own. Medical malpractice

The use of medicine towards people in order to hurt and stage the patient into a non-existent disease, which,
however, is fed with harsh chemical compounds whose effect on the person's behavior and brain functions is
undeniable. Medicine against Humanity

A plea of   not guilty, wrongfully ignored in the court, which is the result of the drugs given to the person,
which has played a big role in staging the person and bypassing the court. Biased court decisions with
psychiatry's own expert testimony about its staged patient

MEDIA WHICH SPREADS NEW-AGE WITCHCRAFT
This news from Kaleva proves the state of the Finnish "free press" and what it means. A media that has power
and the opportunity to abuse it so much that it is creating a new minority group, almost in cooperation with the
authorities of our country.
https://www.kaleva.fi/kirkon-tuhopolttajia-on-kuvailtu-sanoilla-hiljaine/1719105

JOENSUU CHURCH BURNING
The case of the river direction is completely different from Ylivieska's case, where Ylivieska's hospital has been
mismedicating Kauppila and possibly provoking him, from which there are 100 sure indications of Kauppila's
behavior in connection with the church arson, which conveys clear anger and rage that he directed towards the
social building.

Joensuu's case is more on the side of "unbelievable" acts. It's hard to say what the motive was in this case, but
from this we can see where the problem citizens of our society go when they are bombarded with mini-salary
jobs and not included.
https://www.mtvuutiset.fi/artikkeli/tallainen-on-yksi-joensuun-kirkonpoltosta-epaillyista-sai-toita-saalista-
poseerasi-kirkon-edessa-vain-pari-viikkoa-sitten/7090504

CHASES FOR PROBLEM CITIZENS
Even though Finnish decision-makers are helping these people, they don't do that, they distribute taxpayers'
money to their own "friends" for organizational activities that do nothing for society other than keeping their
own friends with good salaries. However, the truth behind what our country's decision-makers say, based on
several cases, is that they actually lure these potential problem citizens to psychiatric clinics to be smeared
before their actions and take them to mental hospitals in the name of suicide, of which there are already many
examples.
https://www.ts.fi/uutiset/4039058
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